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The primary aim of The Thomas de Hartmann Project is to make publicly available the compositions
of Thomas de Hartmann; today a music as strangely inaudible as the composer is invisible, outside
small groups familiar with de Hartmann's musical collaborations with G.I. Gurdjieff.
Gurdjieff was de Hartmann's teacher for twelve years of close contact. A familiarity with their sacred
music, and practices within the corpus of Gurdjieff's teaching, is not necessary to appreciate de
Hartmann's compositions in a purely musical sense; but adds depth to both performing,
understanding and appreciating the music.
Elan Sicroff, as student of J.G. Bennett, pianist for Movements classes over nearly forty years, and
the personal acquaintance of Mme. De Hartmann, is rarely qualified in this undertaking.
Robert Fripp
Thursday 4th February, 2016
Worcestershire, England.
Robert Fripp is an English guitarist and composer. He is a founding member of the rock band
King Crimson (1969) and the initiator of Guitar Craft seminars (since 1985).
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The series of CD releases of the music of Thomas de Hartmann is largely the work of the Thomas
de Hartmann Project, a group of dedicated volunteers and individuals joined by the common goal
of bringing Thomas de Hartmann’s music to public attention. The contribution of time, effort and
money from many individuals and organizations has made this release in its present scope possible.
Gratitude goes out to the musicians and staff for donating many unpaid hours, and to not-for-profit
organizations such as the Miller’s River Educational Cooperative and Wyllaned. Special gratitude
goes to Efrem Marder and Wally De Backer for keeping the project afloat with substantial donations.
The Thomas de Hartmann Project
Elan Sicroff - Artistic director, Pianist
Gert-Jan Blom - Researcher, Producer
Robert Fripp - Executive Director

Stefan Maier - Advisor
Efrem Marder - Advisor
Isaac Richardson - Copyist
William Szal - IT Specialist

Special thanks to:
- Thomas A. G. Daly, executor of the Estate of Thomas de Hartmann - for additional research
and making photographs and historical documents available.

?

- The Irving S. Gilmore Music Library, Yale University - for access to the Thomas de Hartmann
papers.
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- Mar Codina, Anneke Jannsen, Marynka Nicolai-Krylova, Tsarina Marynkova, Jelena Popovic,
Possible Productions, Charles Rademaker, Thida Schatborn, Naomi van Schoot,
Koos Smolenaars, Jet Steinz and Lada Valesova.

For more information about Thomas de Hartman’s life,
his music and recordings visit
www.thomasdehartmannproject.com
and
www.sicroff.com
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A Composer’s Life

The secon

JOHN MANGAN Senior Associate Dean, Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Yale University.

In the third
of the Hou

Even for the most promising young composer, steering one's career in the direction of success
may be likened to walking through a mine-field: one false step can bring the promise of
obscurity. Cast this quandary against a backdrop of social and political upheaval and the
chances of oblivion are greatly multiplied. Indignities of time and place can go a long way
toward quelling a composer’s voice, no matter how unique. Despite such affronts, the music of
Thomas Alexandrovich de Hartmann (1885-1956) has endured. The de Hartmann papers in the
Yale University Music Library reflect a life of early successes followed by constant struggle in
the wake of two World Wars and the Russian Revolution.
Born in Ukraine to a family of Russian aristocrats, de Hartmann showed an inspired ability for
music by improvising melodies at the piano before the age of five. At age nine, following the
death of his father and in keeping with family tradition, de Hartmann was sent to the military
academy in St. Petersburg. There he found a sympathetic supporter in the director of the
academy, who recognized the unusual musical talent of the young de Hartmann and allowed
him to pursue informal musical studies alongside his military training. In 1897, at the age of
eleven, de Hartmann began his formal training in music as a composition student of Anton
Arensky, renowned former professor of composition at the Moscow Conservatory and then
current director of the Imperial Chapel in St. Petersburg.
After Arensky’s death, de Hartmann studied counterpoint with Sergei Taneieff, whose previous
students had included Alexander Scriabin, Sergei Rachmaninoff, and Reinhold Glière. De
Hartmann later entered the St. Petersburg Imperial Conservatory, then under the directorship of
Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakoff, where he studied piano with Anna Essipova-Leschetizky. He
received his artist’s diploma in 1904.
In 1906 de Hartmann’s four-act ballet La Fleurette Rouge was performed in the Imperial opera
houses of Moscow and St. Petersburg, with Vaslav Nijinsky, Anna Pavlova, and Michel Fokine
dancing the principal roles. The work was favorably received, and the young de Hartmann
found quick approbation within the culturally elite circles of Russia.
The success of La Fleurette Rouge led to the publication of de Hartmann’s first songs, piano
pieces, and works for chamber ensemble. The Moscow-based publishing house of Jurgenson,
8
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whose catalogue included works by Ludwig van Beethoven, Robert Schumann, Peter Ilich
Tchaikovsky, and Richard Wagner, agreed to handle the task.
Tsar Nicolas II attended La Fleurette Rouge in St. Petersburg and he too regarded the work and
the composer favorably. Shortly thereafter, the Tsar allowed de Hartmann to defer his military
service so that he might pursue a full-time career in music. Seizing the opportunity, de Hartmann
immediately departed for Munich to study with the famous conductor and former pupil of
Wagner, Felix Mottl.
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In 1908 Munich was a magnet for artists of all kinds - a center of creative activity surpassed only
by Paris and Vienna. Not long after his arrival, de Hartmann attended an art exhibition that
displayed works by the then unknown painters Vincent van Gogh, Paul Gauguin, and Wassily
Kandinsky. De Hartmann later recounted: “Music in Germany had reached an impasse … it
seemed clear to me that the new forms and techniques had to be found, and more than anything
else I wished to find my own way. Soon I found it through the art of painting.” De Hartmann
was introduced to Kandinsky by mutual friends. Although Kandinsky was twenty years the
composer’s senior, the two formed a strong bond of friendship that lasted until Kandinsky’s
death, a friendship reflected by the numerous letters in the de Hartmann papers from Kandinsky
as well as de Hartmann’s personal reflections upon the artist’s death.
Kandinsky’s quest for the abstract in visual art was analogous to de Hartmann’s search for new
compositional techniques in music. Further, Kandinsky believed that exact equivalents could be
found within the color spectrum for individual musical pitches. As their friendship developed,
de Hartmann became increasingly intrigued by the scope of Kandinsky’s creative vision. De
Hartmann was fascinated by the artist’s assertion that any means of expression was permitted if
it helped the artist convey his “inner sound”.
Kandinsky soon introduced de Hartmann to Alexander Sacharoff (1886-1963), a young Russian
dancer. Sacharoff, who had little interest in classical ballet, was creating new forms of dance that
combined everyday movements with broader, more expressive gestures. Sacharoff’s
choreography with de Hartmann’s musical accompaniment was cause for much discussion
around Munich in 1910. With Kandinsky, this multifaceted triumvirate began holding all-night
sessions of collaborative improvisation with de Hartmann at the piano, Kandinsky shouting out
dramatic scenarios based loosely on Russian folklore, and Sacharoff interpreting the music and
storyline in dance. This exploration of the interrelatedness of their creative media led first to a
9

setting of the Greek legend Daphnis and Chloe and later, in 1909, to the creation of the seminal
one-act opera Der Gelbe Klang (The Yellow Sound). Neither work was staged at that time.
In 1912 de Hartmann published an article entitled “Uber die Anarchie in der Musik”, which
appeared in the avant-garde periodical Der Blaue Reiter, published by Kandinsky and Franz
Marc. De Hartmann posited that in the process of artistic creativity external laws do not exist.
“In all the arts, and especially in music, every means that arises from an inner necessity is right
... the correspondence of the means of expression with inner necessity is the essence of beauty
in a work.” Kandinsky’s influence on de Hartmann’s conceptual understanding of creativity
was never more palpable.

My soul awoke
And once again
Like a fleeting v
Like a spirit of p

And my heart be
And in it are res
Both deity and i
And life, and tea

No. 5 The Nig

During a return visit to St. Petersburg, de Hartmann had met and later married Olga Arkadaevna
Schumacher (1885-1979), the daughter of a prominent government dignitary. The young couple
returned to Munich, but World War I soon intervened and de Hartmann was ordered back to his
regiment in St. Petersburg (Petrograd, by then).

In the silent gar
An Eastern nigh
But the sweet ro
She slumbers, s

Throughout his life, de Hartmann had been preoccupied with the search for a higher level of
spiritual understanding: “Without inner growth, there is no life for me.” Kandinsky, also
concerned with higher planes of understanding, believed art to be “one of the most powerful
agents of the spiritual life.”

Are you not sing
Come to your se
She doesn't liste
You look - she b
You call - there

In 1916 de Hartmann’s spiritual life was profoundly affected when, in a prostitute-filled cafe on
the Nevsky Prospect in St. Petersburg, he was introduced to George lvanovitch Gurdjieff
(1877-1949). De Hartmann later wrote in his and Olga’s extraordinary memoir Our Life with
Mr. Gurdjieff, “After this meeting, my life became a sort of fairy tale.” Olga de Hartmann
amplified: “Mr. Gurdjieff was an unknown person, a mystery. Nobody knew about his teaching,
nobody knew his origin ... but whoever came into contact with him wished to follow him, and
so did Thomas de Hartmann and I.” And follow him they did. They remained in his immediate
orbit and under his spiritual tutelage for the next twelve years, with Thomas serving as, among
other things, accompanist and composer-in-residence, while Olga served as Gurdjieff’s
personal secretary.
Gurdjieff, having spent much of his life traveling to spiritual centers in the Middle and Far East,
appeared in St. Petersburg in 1913 under a cloak of mystery and intrigue. He was a nomadic
Georgian mystic, the core of whose wisdom was centered around the idea that man was not born
10
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with an immortal soul. With the right kind of spiritual work, however, an immortal soul could
be formed. Pre-World War I Europe was fertile ground for the kind of occultism and mysticism
that proposed the creation of a utopian epoch. Gurdjieff’s ideas, coupled with an intensely
compelling personality, won him a great number of devoted followers.
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In 1917 revolution brought an end to Tsarist rule in Russia, and with it, chaos and uncertainty.
De Hartmann craftily secured travel papers through his crumbling military contacts, and he and
Olga immediately left St. Petersburg. They headed for the Caucasus hoping to make a rendezvous with Gurdjieff which they did, in Essentuki, and thereafter began a period of intense
spiritual work, traveling through the Caucasus, first to Sochi, and later to the imperial
stronghold of Tiflis (Tbilisi).
There, de Hartmann was reunited with his friend Nicolas Tcherepnin, who was head of the
conservatory, and immediately invited de Hartmann to take over the composition class. De
Hartmann also became artistic director of the Imperial opera house in Tiflis. Thomas de
Hartmann now had students, an orchestra and opera company for which to write and conduct,
and a commission to compose incidental music for the Moscow Art Theatre.

tion,
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In 1920 the de Hartmanns followed Gurdjieff to Constantinople, where Thomas continued an
active musical life, organizing an orchestra made up largely of Russian musicians displaced by
the Revolution. Just prior to the outbreak of civil war in Turkey, again seeking refuge, the group
went to Berlin where they remained for a short time before landing in Paris, on ‘Independence
Day’, 1922. The group rented an estate in nearby Fontainebleau - the Prieuré of Avon. It was
there, in a former monastery, that Gurdjieff’s teachings and his legacy were established.
Despite rigorous manual and spiritual labor on the Fontainebleau estate de Hartmann found
time to compose, producing in 1923 an orchestral score for a demonstration of the sacred
gymnastics at the Théâtre des Champs-Elysées. The minor success of the performance provided
impetus for the planning of future performances in the United States. With the usual last-minute
uncertainty to which they had become accustomed, Gurdjieff’s troupe sailed for New York in
January of 1924. Demonstrations took place in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and in
Chicago where the success was sufficient to occasion a return engagement in New York at
Carnegie Hall.
Returning to Fontainebleau on the night of 8 June 1924, Gurdjieff sustained a near-fatal injury
in an automobile accident, and with his ensuing convalescence financial matters at the estate
quickly deteriorated. In an effort to keep the teetering ship upright and afloat, de Hartmann put
aside any residual aristocratic pride and accepted commissions to compose film music
(pseudonymously as Thomas Kross).
Gradually, Gurdjieff’s situation improved and he began to compose, with de Hartmann, a series
of new pieces: “Mr. Gurdjieff sometimes whistled or played on the piano with one finger a very
complicated sort of melody-as are all Eastern melodies … to grasp these melodies and write
them down in European notation, required a kind of tour de force and very often - probably to
make the task more difficult for me - he would replay it a little differently.” The best-known
material from their work together is the Sacred Music, solo piano pieces composed purely for
the sake of listening and meditation.
The de Hartmanns remained with Gurdjieff until 1929 when, for unexplained reasons, he
severed ties with all of his oldest students. Although they never saw Gurdjieff again, their
experiences with the spiritual leader remained important to them for the rest of their lives.

12
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The de Hartmanns, having left behind most of their wealth when they fled Russia, were now
faced with the unfamiliar task of supporting themselves. Through teaching, and with Belaieff
Editions retaining him with a small stipend, he was able to earn a modest living. He continued
his friendship with Kandinsky and found a new and supportive friend in the cellist, Pablo Casals.
With the Nazi occupation of France, the de Hartmanns were, once again, forced from their home.
Displaced by the advancing army, they sought refuge in an abandoned building where,
miraculously, they found a piano in working condition. De Hartmann continued to work,
principally on his opera Esther. Several concertos for various instruments, a symphony, and a
cello sonata were also completed during this period. Many of these works were performed in
Paris after the war, including the piano concerto, which de Hartmann himself performed under
the auspices of the Concerts Lamoureux with Eugene Bigot conducting.
In 1950 the de Hartmanns moved to New York City. Before long, de Hartmann began to receive
occasional offers to lecture and teach. One opportunity took him to London, where he gave a
series of lectures outlining his belief in the interrelatedness of the arts. The American design
visionary Frank Lloyd Wright heard of these lectures and invited de Hartmann to work with the
students at Taliesin West in Arizona. It is not surprising that Wright was interested in de
Hartmann’s work, given that Wright had married, in June of 1928, Olgivanna Hinzenberg, one
of Gurdjieff’s most loyal former pupils. De Hartmann accepted the invitation.
Once again in New York he continued to compose, and performed occasionally. On 16 April
1956 an American debut concert of de Hartmann’s music was scheduled to be performed in
New York’s Town Hall, but on 28 March, he died suddenly of a heart attack. Olga de Hartmann
lived her final years at the center of a group of Gurdjieff followers in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
In 1979, within days of shipping the last of her husband’s papers to the Yale University Music
Library, she died at the age of 94.
De Hartmann’s output as a composer included four symphonies, several operas, concertos,
sonatas, and songs with texts by Marcel Proust, Paul Verlaine, James Joyce, and Percy Bysshe
Shelley, as well as fifty-three film scores. By his early twenties he was one of the best-known
living composers in all of Russia. His music was enthusiastically supported by performers and
conductors such as Leopold Stokowski, Eugène Bigot, Pablo Casals, Paul Tortelier, and
Jean-Pierre Rampal. The fragmented path his life was to follow brought him into direct contact
16
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with some of the most intriguing personalities of the century. The turbulent historical events
through which he lived may, however, have kept de Hartmann’s music from reaching a wider
audience. With the de Hartmann papers now widely available for scholarly examination, the
opportunity is ripe for a new look at this composer’s unique contributions.
This essay is reprinted in shortened form from Notes: Quarterly Journal of the Music Library
Association, Vol. 53, No. 1 (September 1996), by permission of the Music Library Association,
Oberlin Conservatory Library.
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Thomas at his home in Courbevoie, in 19300
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Notes on the Music

Romance: Ta
Words by Tatia

Three Romances Op. 5 (1900)
Words by P. I. Kapnist. English translation: Nina Targan Mouravi
No. 1 The Lark
The Lark sings its joyful song on the steppes, expressing everything the poet loves about nature
and freedom. In the hustle-bustle of the city he will remain true to his love of nature. Supporting
the story line sung by the soprano, the piano imitates the flight of the lark in the background
throughout.
High above a sunlit field
A lark circles the sky;
The clear sound of his song
Carries a long way.

At leisure, listening to that tune,
I am pleased to think
That despite the distance and everyday concerns,
My heart remains true to nature.

The complete harmony of the steppes,
All their fragrance ,
Is expressed in the joyful trills
Of the bird's song.

No. 3 Calmly a Cloud Floats
In the piano accompaniment to this song, de Hartmann depicts the clouds with rolled chords in
constantly changing harmonies, while the firmament is evoked by a repeated E-flat in the bass.
Against this background the singer tells the story:
Calmly a cloud floats,
In the radiance of the blue sky.
It comes and goes,
Others will come and go.
And they will all disappear without a trace,
In the burning rays of the sun or in a blizzard,
They will all disappear while the bright
blue arch of heaven,
Will remain as clear as always.
18
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Romance: Take a Wreath of my Verses (date unknown)
Words by Tatiana Shchepkina Kupernik. English Translation: Nina Targan Mouravi
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'Wreath' is a translation of the Russian word 'venok' (венок), which is a braided bunch of
flowers that are tied into a circle and worn on the head by eligible young women. The upward
moving vocal line in the song and the rising blocked chords in the piano accompaniment
express the yearning of the lover for the attention of the beloved in the text.
Take a wreath of my verses:
All the dreams,
All the joys belong to you,
Since rhymes are the roses of the woeful life,
And my love is their delicate fragrance.

Take a wreath of my verses:
I surrender to you
Every tear, every bit of tenderness in it;
For their sake, draw yourself away from prose
So you can understand my love, if only briefly.

ay concerns,

Four Melodies Op. 17 No. 4 - Vision of Pushkin (1915)
Words by Anna Achmatova. English translation by Nina Targan Mouravi

olled chords in
flat in the bass.

Anna Achmatova (1889-1966), born Anna Gorenko, is now considered one of the most
significant Russian poets of the 20th century. As a young debutante she married the famous
poet Nikolaï Goumilyov (1886-1921). “The dog-eared tome of Parny” in the last line of the
poem refers to the French poet Evariste de Parny (1753-1814). In the early 19th century,
Parny’s poetry was extremely popular in Russia and the Russian poet Alexander Pushkin is said
to have described Parny as “my master”.
A swarthy youth roved through alleys,
Mourned at the shore of a lake,
And for a century now we cherish
The hardly audible rustle of his steps.
The low tree stumps are covered
With a dense, prickly layer of pine needles.
Here lay his three-cornered hat
And the dog-eared tome of Parny.
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To the Moon Op. 18 (1915)
Words by P. B. Shelley. Russian Translation by K. Balmont
This is the first poem by an English author that de Hartmann set to music, although he chose the
Russian translation as his source. His love of Shelley’s poetry resurfaces many years later in
Three Poems by Shelley, Op. 52 (1936).
Art thou pale for weariness of climbing
heaven and gazing on the earth!
Wandering companionless,
Among the stars that have a different birth,
And ever changing, like a joyless eye,
That finds no object worth its constancy?

Cranes Op. 21, from the cycle ‘Volga’ (1920)
Words by Vassily Zota*
De Hartmann composed this song in June 1920, when he was in Tiflis, Georgia, with Gurdjieff.
Evening falling, cranes calling far off in the dark'ning sky, kli-kli,
On planing wings they skim the starry height.
Their fading call comes floating back, kli-kli,
To Zhigouli, kli-kli,
And they blend with the night.
Too swift this passing dream,
What beauty lies up there.
There, dissolving in embracing clouds,
O, might we follow where they lead,
Far, far away.
* Vassily Zota was a poet from Tiflis, Georgia, at the time of the Russian revolution of 1917. The "Zhigouli"
in the text is the name of a densely forested, seventy-five kilometre-long row of hills along the western-side
of the Volga river. The translator of the English version of this poem is unknown. It is found in the published
sheet music, Boosey & Hawkes (1955).
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Morning (1931)
Words by Janov. English translation: Nina Targan Mouravi
‘I love you,’ whispered the dawn to the day
And, embracing the sky, blushed from her confession.
And a ray of sunlight smilingly illuminated nature,
Sending burning kisses to the dawn.
And the day, in disbelief
That his dream had come true,
Descended to earth, and smilingly wiped away
The diamond teardrops that shone all around him.
Sergei Rachmaninoff also set this poem to music, in his Six Songs, Op. 4 from 1893.

Bulgarian Songs Op. 46 (1931)
Words by C. Balmont. English translation: Prince M. Volkonsky
Sparked by his interest in painting and literature, de Hartmann explored the music of many
different cultures. Among his early works are the Three Maori Songs 'Impressions of Gauguin'
Op. 15 (1915), and his incidental music for The King of the Dark Chamber, Op. 23 (1920),
based on the work of the Bengali polymath Rabindranath Tagore. In 1919 Gurdjieff sent him
to Yerevan to study and promote the music of the Armenian composer Komitas, which gave
him his first contact with the music of the East. During the years he spent with Gurdjieff, de
Hartmann collaborated with his teacher, transcribing and harmonizing for the piano a large
body of music from Central Asia, the Middle East, Eastern Europe and North Africa. When he
returned to his own composing after 1929, he wrote songs inspired by themes from 13th century
China, Catalonia, Ukraine and Bulgaria, as well as instrumental works based on folk music
which include La Kobsa (1950) and Koladky, Op. 80.
The Green Forest
Oh thou forest green,
My way lies not from yonder,
But I know from yonder
Comes my umbrage deep
And the spring pure and limpid.

The Unploughed Field
The plaint of the field resounded
From the crest of the mountain ridges:
Oh God! Oh God, my beloved!
If only a youth could be found
To plough me and sow me,
To sow me with white wheat,
Six rows of ears bursting with grains
21

I would then fill nine granaries,
Nine sons would have then been well married,
And nine girls would have found good husbands,
And nine grandchildren would have been baptized.

De Hartm
So

The Homing Flight
Flocks of snow-white pigeons
And of proud and princely peacocks
Soaring lightly through the azure,
Flying lower and ever lower
They alight in a whirlwind
Just in front of the porch
Where the hostess is standing,
What will you tell us, hostess?

And the hostess takes pearls
Throws a handful of pearls
Right among the flock of pigeons,
All is white with pigeons and pearls.
Pick oh pick my pearls
Snow white flocks of pigeons,
Peacocks strutting so gravely gather,
Gather my pearls,
Pick and pick without ceasing,
Gather the pearls, gather the pearls,
gather the pearls!
And return in the Spring
To gather my pearls.

Three Poems by Shelley Op. 52 (1936)
Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792-1822) was a major English Romantic poet, known for his lyricism
and encyclopedic knowledge of Greek and Roman mythology. His radical social and political
views, along with his self-avowed atheism, resulted in his expulsion from Oxford University in
1811. His ideas were considered dangerous to the establishment during his lifetime, and it was
only in the beginning of the 20th century that his genius was widely recognized. The three
poems that de Hartmann set to music in Opus 52 aptly demonstrate the poet’s power. They are
the raw expression of a man who would not be deluded by contemporary ideas of religion and
morality. He lived a very unconventional life, and drowned in a storm off the coast of Italy a
month before his 30th birthday.
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Hymn of Pan
Dedicated to Wassily Kandinsky
From the forests and highlands
We come, we come;
From the river-girt islands,
Where loud waves are dumb
Listening to my sweet pipings.

Gods and men, we are all deluded thus!
It breaks in our bosom and then we bleed.
All wept, as I think both ye now would,
If envy or age had not frozen your blood,
At the sorrow of my sweet pipings.

The wind in the reeds and the rushes,
The bees on the bells of thyme,
The birds on the myrtle bushes,
The cicale above in the lime,
And the lizards below in the grass,
Were as silent as ever old Tmolus was,
Listening to my sweet pipings.
Liquid Peneus was flowing,
And all dark Tempe lay
In Pe/ion's shadow, outgrowing
The light of the dying day,
Speeded by my sweet pipings.

Time
Dedicated to Mme Tournay-Solvay

The Sileni, and Sylvans, and Fauns,
And the Nymphs of the woods and the waves,
To the edge of the moist river-lawns,
And the brink of the dewy caves,
And all that did then attend and follow,
Were silent with love,
as you now, Apollo,
With envy of my sweet pipings.

ty photo as
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I sang of the dancing stars,
I sang of the daedal Earth,
And of Heaven, and the giant wars,
And Love, and Death, and Birth And then I chang'd my pipings,
Singing how down the vale of Maenalus
I pursu'd a maiden and clasp'd a reed.

Unfathomable Sea! whose waves are years,
Ocean of Time, whose waters of deep woe
Are brackish with the salt of human tears!
Thou shoreless flood, which in thy ebb and flow
Claspest the limits of mortality!
And sick of prey, yet howling on for more,
Vomitest thy wrecks on its inhospitable shore;
Treacherous in calm, and terrible in storm,
Who shall put forth on thee,
Unfathomable Sea?

Indian Serenade
Dedicated to M. Irving Schwerke
I arise from dreams of thee
In the first sweet sleep of night,
When the winds are breathing low,
And the stars are shining bright:
I arise from dreams of thee,
And a spirit in my feet
Hath led me - who knows how?
To thy chamber window, Sweet!
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Members of D
The wandering airs they faint
On the dark, the silent stream –

Oh lift me from the grass!
I die! I faint! I fail!
Let thy love in kisses rain
On my lips and eyelids pale.

The Champak odours fail
Like sweet thoughts in a dream;
The Nightingale's complaint,
It dies upon her heart; As I must on thine,

My cheek is cold and white, alas!
My heart beats loud and fast;―
Oh! press it to thine own again,
Where it will break at last.

Oh, beloved as thou art!

Sonnet de Ronsard Les Amours de Cassandre Op. 54 (1936) (Sonnet No. 66)
Words by Pierre de Ronsard
Pierre de Ronsard (1524-1585) published Les Amours de Cassandre in 1552. The inspiration
for this book was the poet’s encounter with a 15-year old girl, Cassandre Salviati, who was
singing a French song in the courtyard of the Château at Blois in April of 1546. This event
moved the poet to write a sequence of 229 sonnets, all concerned with his love and longing for
Cassandre.
Sky, air and wind, hills and open plains,
Mountain slope and the forest so verdant,
The riverbanks and ever winding brooks,
Close clipped woods, and you groves thick and green;
Moss coated caves shyly veil' d from the day,
Fields and trees, grass 'mid sparkling flowers,
Vine-covered slopes and ye, golden beaches,
Gastine, Loir, and you, my mournful verse,

As when we part, by care and anger torn,
To this beloved eye, farewell unuttered,
Who near or far holds me quite in despair,
I beg of you, sky, air, wind, hills and mountains,
Ravine and groves, wild shores and cool fountains,
Flowers, fields, wood, tell it to her.
Tell it to her, tell it to her for me.

The translator of the English version of this poem is unknown. It is found in the published sheet music,
Editions Belaieff (1953), in the original French.
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Romance 1830, Op. 55 (1936)
Words by Vassily Zhukovsky.* English translation by Nina Targan Mouravi
De Hartmann used this title again for the second movement of his Concerto for Double Bass, Op.
65. Although the melody is not the same, there is a strong stylistic relationship.
* Vasily Andreyevich Zhukovsky (1783-1852) was a leading figure in Russian literature in the first half of the
19th century. He held a high position at the Romanov court as tutor to the Grand Duchess Alexandra
Feodorovna and later to her son, the future Tsar-Liberator Alexander II. Zhukovsky is credited with
introducing the ‘Romantic Movement’ into Russia. He established the jocular Arzamas literary society in St.
Petersburg in 1815. Among its members was the teenage Alexander Pushkin, who rapidly emerged as his
poetic heir apparent. By the early 1820s, Pushkin had upstaged Zhukovsky in terms of the originality and
brilliance of his work – even in Zhukovsky’s own estimation. The two remained lifelong friends, with the
older poet acting as a literary mentor and protector at court. The poem that de Hartmann set to music is
"Remembrance" from 1816.
Gone, gone are you, days of enchantment!
The heart won't find anything like you!
Your only trace is in the sadness of my memory!
Ah! I'd rather forget all about you!

O, let sadness replace hope!
We find joy in mourning our happiness.
I'll die of the longing memory!
But can one live, alas! And forget?

Desire rushes toward you, as is its custom,
And I have no power to stop the tears of Love!
The memory of you is a misfortune!
But a greater misfortune yet is to forget you!

A Poet’s Love - Nine poems by Pushkin Op. 59 (1937)
English translations by Nina Targan Mouravi
Alexander Pushkin (1799-1837) is considered to be Russia’s greatest poet and the founder of
modern Russian literature. In A Poet's Love de Hartmann sets nine of his poems to music,
arranging them to chronicle a cohesive set of experiences. Beginning with the vision of the
mythological ideal (No. 1) he explores various aspects of love, from unbridled passion (No. 2)
and sorrowful longing (No. 3) to inner freedom (No. 5) and sacrifice (No. 7). No. 9, with its
extended coda for solo piano, sums up the cycle. "I Still Recall the Magical Moment," (No. 4)
25

Thomas and Olg
was originally set for voice and piano by Mikhail Glinka in 1840. It is one of the most widely
known songs in Russia. Despite its familiarity, de Hartmann composed his own music for it.
No. 1 The Nereid

No. 3 Night

Among the grey green waves caressing the
Tauride's beaches
In the twilight I saw the fair Nereid.
Hid in the olive trees, I scarcely dared to breathe,
As from the crystal sea the goddess lifted
Her young breast, white as a swan's above the waters,
And scattered from her locks the starry foam of darkness.

My voice, affectionate and languorous for you,
Disturbs the late silence of the dark night;
At my bedside a sad candle burns,
My verses merge and flow,
The streams of love are flowing, full of you.
In the darkness, your eyes shine like diamonds,
Smiling at me, and I hear the sounds:
My friend, my dearest friend ...
I love you ... I'm yours ... yours!

No. 2 I Remember the Sea Before the Storm
I remember the sea before the storm,
How I envied the waves,
Rolling in a tempestuous sequence
To lay their love at her feet!

No. 4 I Still Recall the Magical Moment
I still recall the magical moment:
You appeared before me,
Like a fleeting vision,
Like a spirit of pure beauty.

How I desired then to join the waves
And touch the precious feet with my lips!
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In anguish of my hopeless sadness,
In the noisy bustle of life,
I often heard your tender voice,
And dreamt of your gentle features.

No, never in the frenzied days
Of my boiling youth,
Had I been tormented by such desire
To kiss the young Armidas' lips,
Or the roses of her flaming cheeks,
Or her bosom, filled with longing;

The years went by, the restless gusts of storms
Dispersed my former dreams,
I forgot your tender voice
And your heavenly features.

No, never before had my soul
Felt such an agonizing gust of passion.

In isolation, in the gloom of captivity
My days dragged by silently,
Deprived of a deity and inspiration,
Deprived of tears, without life or love.
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My soul awoke again,
And once again you appeared,
Like a fleeting vision,
Like a spirit of pure beauty.

To lingering dreams we poets yield,
By superstitious signs made wary,
Which in our secret hearts we bury,
With deep insights to us revealed.

And my heart beats in ecstasy,
And in it are resurrected
Both deity and inspiration,
And life, and tears and love.

No. 7 I Loved You Once
I Loved you once;
And perhaps Love is
still smoldering within my soul,
But let it no longer trouble you,
I don't want to cause you any grief.

No. 5 The Nightingale and the Rose
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In the silent gardens, in spring, in nocturnal gloom,
An Eastern nightingale sings above a rose.
But the sweet rose doesn't feel, doesn't hear,
She slumbers, swaying to the sound of the amorous hymn.
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Are you not singing for a cold beauty?
Come to your senses, poet, what are you striving for?
She doesn't listen, nor feels the poet's soul.
You look - she blossoms,
You call - there is no answer.
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No. 6 Omens
I went to you,
And vivid dreams
Came thronging after me in playful crowds,
And the crescent moon on my right side,
Shone down without clouds.

I loved you silently, hopelessly,
Tormented in turns by timidity and jealousy.
I loved you so sincerely, so tenderly,
May God grant that you be so loved by another.

No. 8 What Means My Name to You?
What means my name to you?
It will die like the melancholic splash
Of a wave upon a faraway shore,
Like a nocturnal sound in a desolate forest.
On a sheet kept as a memento
It will leave a dead trace, similar
To an ornamental inscription on a grave,
In a foreign tongue.
What means my name to you?
Long since forgotten,
Erased by new, tempestuous passion,
It will bring to your soul
No pure, tender memories.

I went from you,
Came other dreams!
My lovesick soul sank in a sad swoon.
And the crescent moon on my left side,
Trailed there with misty gleams.

But in an hour of agony,
Pray, pronounce it with longing.
Say: "There is a memory of me,
There is a heart out there wherein I dwell."
27

No. 9 The Last Flowers

whose catalog
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The Last flowers of the season are lovelier
Than the magnificent first born of the fields.
They arouse melancholic dreams within us
In a more vivid way.
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Likewise the hour of parting
Is more precious than the moment when we met.

Six Commentaries from ‘Ulysses’ by James Joyce Op. 71 (1943)
à mon ami Serge Moreux
Thomas and Olga de Hartmann performed the Commentaries together at the Second Belaieff
Concert of Russian Music on Friday, April 18th, 1947, at the Wigmore Hall, London. From the
program booklet:
“The six musical Commentaries, set for voice and piano, were first performed in
Paris in 1946. They are one of a very original trio of vocal compositions in which
the texts have been taken from writers who study the inner world of man: the other
two being Paysages tristes Op. 69, words by Paul Verlaine and Fragment of Proust,
Op. 70 from À l 'ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs by Marcel Proust. As the composer
was unable to get the original English text at the time, he used the fine transcription
in French by Valery Larbeau which had been done in collaboration with Joyce
himself.”
De Hartmann continues:
“These Commentaries are not songs in the proper sense, rather they are musical
descriptions of the situation which underlines the bizarre, fantastic and sometimes
terrible pictures of the human psyche which Joyce has portrayed in Ulysses.
The first Commentary serves as a sort of overture, a review of what is to come later.
Joyce uses the same method, bringing in unconnected words and phrases that are
developed afterwards in the text.
28
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In the third Commentary the text is first read, and this leads to the dream of the Waltz
of the Hours.
The fourth Commentary gives the antithesis, the beautiful description of a sunset,
Eclogue.
The fifth Commentary is an example of three discordant mental pictures, interrupted
by the senseless intervention of the word Cuckoo.
The sixth Commentary is a description of what Goethe would call 'the eternal
feminine,' and is taken from one of the most beautiful passages in Ulysses. Its
meaning can be compared with Goethe's Gretchen Song (My Love is Over, from
Faust).”
Introduction (p. 328*)
Bronze by gold heard the hoofirons, steelyringing
Imperthnthn thnthnthn.
Chips, picking chips off rocky thumbnail, chips.
Horrid! And gold flushed more.
A husky fifenote blew.
Blew. Blue bloom is on the.
Gold pinnacled hair.
A jumping rose on satiny breasts of satin, rose of Castille.
Trilling, trilling: Idolores.
Peep! Who's in the ... peepofgold?
Tink cried to bronze in pity.
And a call, pure, long and throbbing. Longindying call.

Imperial opera
Michel Fokine
de Hartmann
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Complaint About the Will (p. 260)

Waltz of the Hours (p. 678)

You mean the will.
That has been explained, I believe by jurists.
She was entitled to her widow's dower
At common Law. His Legal knowledge was great
Our judges tell us.
Him Satan fleers,
Mocker:
And therefore he left out her name
From the first draft but he did not leave out
The presents for his granddaughter, for his daughters,
For his sister, for his old cronies in Stratford
And in London. And therefore when he was urged,
As I believe, to name her
He left her his
Secondbest
Bed.

SPOKEN: From a corner the morning hours run
out, goldhaired, slim, in girlish blue, waspwaisted,
with innocent hands. Nimbly they dance, twirling
their skipping ropes. The hours of noon follow in
amber gold. Laughing linked, high haircombs
flashing, they catch the sun in mocking mirrors,
lifting their arms.

Punkt!
Leftherhis

SUNG: The morning and noon hours waltz in
their places, turning, advancing to each other,
shaping their curves, bowing vis-avis. Cavaliers
behind them arch and suspend their arms, with
hands descending to, touching, rising from their
shoulders.

The Thomas de
Elan Sicroff - Ar
Gert-Jan Blom
Robert Fripp - E

HOURS: You may touch my.
CAVALIERS: May I touch your?
HOURS: O, but lightly!
CAVALIERS: O, so lightly!

Special thanks
- Thomas A. G.
and making ph

- The Irving S. G
papers.

Secondbest

Eclogue (p. 449)

Bestabed

The summer evening had begun to fold the world
in its mysterious embrace. Far away in the west
the sun was setting and the last glow of all too
fleeting day lingered lovingly on sea and strand,
on the proud promontory of dear old Howth
guarding as ever the waters of the bay, on the
weedgrown rocks along Sandymount shore and,
last but not least, on the quiet church whence
there streamed forth at times upon the stillness
the voice of prayer to her who is in her pure
radiance a beacon ever to the storm-tossed heart
of man, Mary, star of the sea.

Secabest
Leftabed.
Woa!
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Cuckoo (p. 499)
A bat flew. Here. There. Here. Far in the grey a bell chimed. Mr Bloom with open mouth, his left boot
sanded sideways, leaned, breathed. just for a few.
Cuckoo
Cuckoo
Cuckoo
The clock on the mantelpiece in the priest's house cooed where Canon O'Hanlon and Father Conroy and
the reverend John Hughes S. J were taking tea and sodabread and butter and fried mutton chops with
catsup and talking about
Cuckoo …
Because it was a little canarybird bird that came out of its little house to tell the time that Gerty MacDowell
noticed the time she was there because she was as quick as anything about a thing like that, was Gerty
MacDowell, and she noticed at once that that foreign gentleman that was sitting on the rocks looking was

ate Ltd.
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Night at Gibraltar (p. 932)
SPOKEN: [ . .] and the big wheels of the carts of the bulls and the old castle thousands of years old yes and
those handsome Moors all in white and turbans like kings asking you to sit down in their little bit of a shop
and Ronda with the old windows of the posadas glancing eyes a lattice hid for her lover to kiss the iron and
the wineshops half open at night and the castanets
SUNG: … and the night we missed the boat at Algeciras the watchman going about serene with his lamp
and O that awful deepdown torrent O and the sea the sea crimson sometimes like fire and the glorious
sunsets and the figtrees in the Alameda gardens yes and all the queer little streets and the pink and blue
and yellow houses and the rosegardens and the jessamine and geraniums and cactuses and Gibraltar as a
girl where I was a Flower of the mountain yes when I put the rose in my hair like the Andalusian girls used
or shall I wear a red yes and how he kissed me under the Moorish wall and I thought well as well him as
another and then I asked him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked me would I yes to say yes my
mountain flower and first I put my arms around him yes and drew him down to me so he could feel my
breasts all perfume yes and his heart was going like mad and yes I said yes I will Yes.
Trieste-Zurich-Paris, 1914-1921

e rock band
(* Page numbers refer to the Penguin Books edition, published in 1992)
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Pour chanter a la route d'Assise, from À la St. Jean d'été (1948)
Words by Serge Moreux*

A Poet'

On Saint John's holy day,
Piles of leaves will burn down,
People throng into town.
On Saint John's holy day
Rings will shine in the sun,
Wedding days have begun.
On Saint John's holy day,
Two green ferns tied as one
Bending gracefully down.
On the day of Saint John!

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

* Serge Moreux was a student of the great French composition teacher Nadia Boulanger. He is also the
author of the book Bartók (1949).

La Tramuntana Op. 80 (1949) à Pau Casals
Words by J. Gual. English translation: Empar and Seth Sicroff
The Tramuntana (‘across the mountains’) is a North wind found in various parts of Europe,
including Catalonia. It makes a continuous howling noise, which is said to have a disturbing
effect upon the psyche.
It is a pleasure to hear your message
Howling with the sublime sorrow of the tribute,
Which you bear with so much courage, Tramuntana,
From the palace of the wind where you were born.
And blanketed with violence,
the people bow, making way for you;
Subjected to an overwhelming power,
everyone surrenders,

Disoriented and weary, and you pass over,
raucous, indomitable,
With an invulnerable majesty that knows
no borders or horizons ...
Like some great Lady of the Earth,
Coming from the other side of the Sierra
with your flouncy skirt of songs, of songs.
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Lars T. Schlereth
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Swedish soprano Nina Lejerman studied voice at
the Royal Academy of Music in London, where she
was awarded the Clifton Prize for Singing and the
Vice Principal’s Special Award for Notable
achievement. She has sung in master class with
Dame Kiri Te Kanawa, Sir Thomas Allen and Roger
Vignoles. On the oratorio concert platform, her
performances include Händel’s L’Allegro under the
baton of William Christie and Bach’s B Minor Mass
conducted by Trevor Pinnock. Her operatic roles
include the title role in Semele conducted by Sir
Charles Mackerras and Laurence Cummings;
Papagena in Die Zauberflöte in a new production by
Simon McBurney at the Dutch National Opera;
Oscar in Un Ballo in Maschera; Johanna in Sweeney
Todd, and Despina in Cosi fan Tutte, both for the
Nederlandse Reisopera.

The American soprano Claron McFadden studied
voice at the Eastman School of Music, and received
her bachelor’s degree with distinction in 1984. In
the same year she moved to the Netherlands, where
she currently resides, and has proven herself to be
one of the most versatile singers of her generation.
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Elan Sicroff is one of the leading interpreters of
the Gurdjieff/de Hartmann music, which was the
result of a unique collaboration in the 1920s in
which the sacred and folk music of the East was
arranged for piano. In the 1960s he studied with
Jeaneane Dowis, who was a protégée and assistant
to Rosina Lhevinne at the Juilliard School. From
1973-75 he attended the International Academy
for Continuous Education at Sherborne in
Gloucestershire, England, as a student and later as
Director of Music. The Academy was run by J. G.
Bennett, a leading exponent of the teachings of
George Ivanovich Gurdjieff. In 1974 Mr. Bennett
contacted Mme. Olga de Hartmann, widow of the
composer, who introduced Elan to the music that
Thomas de Hartmann composed in the classical
idiom. Between 1975 and 1979 Elan studied with
her and performed many of de Hartmann’s works.
In 1982 he made a tour of the U.S., which
included performances in Chicago, Los Angeles,
New York and Boston. Since then he has given
numerous recitals in the U.S., Canada and Europe.

Also Available by Elan Sicroff
NI6411 The Chamber Music of Thomas de Hartmann
Works for Violin, ‘Cello, Double Bass, Saxophone quartet and Flute.

NI6409 The Piano Music of Thomas de Hartmann
Full track details at www.wyastone.co.uk
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Judith Petra (soprano) studied at the Amsterdam Conservatory. She has worked as a free-lancer
with the National Opera (NL) and has been a full-time member of the Dutch Broadcasting Choir
since 2001.
Anjolet Rotteveel (alto) graduated from the Conservatory in Zwolle (NL) and has been a full-time
member of the Dutch Broadcasting Choir since 2002.
Alan Belk (tenor) graduated from the Guildhall School of Music. He has worked as a soloist with
many well known ensembles such as the Ensemble Modern, London Sinfonietta and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic. He is currently a full-time member of the Dutch Broadcasting Choir.
Daniël Hermán-Mostert (baritone) is a part-time member of the Dutch Broadcasting Choir and
works regularly with the Netherlands Chamber Choir. He is also active as a soloist in song recitals,
opera and oratorios.
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The de Hartmanns visiting Frank Lloyd Wright in Arizona during the early 1950s.
Olga and Thomas stand either side of Lloyd Wright, center, with members of Lloyd
Wright’s family and several of his students
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